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Abstract:  From  experimental  measurements  of  near  field  of  any  radiant  device  (RD)  and  using  genetic 
algorithms  (GA)  as  optimization  tool  for  finding  out  the  parameters  of  a  model,  carry  out  the  search  of 
geometric dipole structure (not necessarily unique), in order to reproduce the measurements above mentioned, 
with that model the far field is predicted. With any of the configurations (parameterized model) is possible to 
estimate the radiation in the zone of far field only modifying the distance parameter in the model. In this paper 
the application of the GA as a search method of a geometric configuration of elementary dipoles that solve the 
inverse problem of electromagnetic radiation are reported. The inverse problem of electromagnetic radiation 
appears  as a  new application  in  the electromagnetic  compatibility  area that  allows estimating the  far field 
radiation from near field measurements.

1.  Introduction
The  far  field  electromagnetic  radiation  estimation  is  a  common  requirement  in  the 
electromagnetic compatibility area. For this reason, the international standards recommend limits 
of the emissions, which must be check in environmental controlled, such as: a normalized open 
area site or an anechoic chamber; it is why the evaluation of the conformity of the emission has a 
high costs. In this paper a new solution to estimate far fields from near field measurements in situ 
or controlled environments, which represents a distribution and scope of the electromagnetic real 
radiation, is presented. The solution is based on the inverse problem of electromagnetic radiation 
by means of GA, which are applied to the search of geometric elementary dipoles configurations. 

The problem of estimating far  field  when the model of radiation is known (for  example, an 
infinitesimal dipole [10]) is easy, because the distance parameter of the model mentioned before 
is that of heavier weight. However, when we have a DR which the radiation model is unknown, 
the far field emission determination is carried out in the site of interest, which can be impractical, 
vague and expensive. The way of overcoming these drawbacks is to take in consideration the 
effects of the RD in its surrounding space (near field zone), finding a dipolar configuration or 
structure. From this structure and applying the electromagnetic radiation inverse problem using 
GA, one can rebuild a radiation pattern that  allows the estimation of  the far field emissions 
behavior just by modifying the distance parameter. 

An optimization method is needed to resolve the problem. One can find optimization methods in 
the current literature, analytical as well as numerical, that are applied to electromagnetic. The 
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analytical methods still use integrals [1], gradients, etc; and the numerical employs the moments 
method [2], finite differences in the time domain, furthermore, the most recent one, the simulated 
annealing, ants colony [3], genetic algorithms [4,5] and others.The versatility of GA [6] to adapt 
to the solution of any problem, without any mathematical condition with regards to the function 
that  is  desired  to  optimize,  is  what  makes  it  attractive  to  be  applied  to  the  electromagnetic 
radiation inverse problem. Every problem has its own characteristics, and it is necessary to tune 
the AG operation parameters, as well as the ones of the same function that is desired to optimize.

2.  Methodology
The electromagnetic radiation inverse problem is carried out by means of AG, which asks for an 
object function where it is important to define the problem geometry as well as the variables or 
parameters involved in each terms of the function. The geometry of the problematic to solve is 
developed from the electromagnetic fields regions, since the aim is the estimation of far field 
from near field. Since it is known, the equations that determine the field that a dipole emits are:
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From the previous equations the regions of near field and far field considering the distance from 
RD to the observation point in electrical length have been specified, for βr = (2π/λ) r < 1 we have 
the  near  field  zone.  In  this  region  it  is  possible  to  measure,  and  from the  electromagnetic 
radiation inverse problem it is possible to find a geometric configuration of elementary sources to 
have a known model about radiation.The measurements can be realized at any point of the zone 
of near surrounding field to the RD and the search of the geometric configuration can be carried 
out by some analytical or numerical method. As in many electromagnetic radiation problems, the 
RD is located at the origin of a coordinated system of global reference and the observation points 
or field measurement must be indexed to this system. 

For solving the specific case, we propose a source structure (elementary dipoles) with random 
location  inside  the  global  reference  system.  For  the  location  of  each  of  the  above  elements 
mentioned before, each of them will have two orientations (θ,  φ) and three position (x, y,  z) 
parameters, besides the excitation (I0) and the phase (α) parameters, as well as, the parameter 
(TD) to differentiate an electrical dipole (TD = 0) from a magnetic dipole (TD = 1), thus the total 
of variables for the electromagnetic fields determination of the elementary dipoles is eight. The 
total field in an observation point is calculated by the superposition theorem. Due to the fact that 
the field emissions of an element of the structure dipolar is calculated based on its reference, it is 
necessary to  realize  a  transformation of  the observation point  from the global  system to the 
coordinates system of the dipole under study.
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In order to find the radiation model parameters (the excitation, orientation and position) of every 
element of the configuration it is necessary to construct a function called object function. This 
function can conform as the difference of the measured field and the total field (superposition) of 
the configuration, for example, for this case the object function is, FO=Ei-(E1+E2+E3+…+En)|i, 
where Ei is the field measure and E1, E2, E3, … are the field values of the dipoles 1, 2, 3, …, n, all 
of them in the observation point i. If we have m points of field measures, a configuration dipolar 
approximate would be the one that  had the lowest  sum of the differences in  every point.  A 
problem like that represents an optimization problem. The object function can be parameterized 
by analytical or numerical methods [2]. For this case we used the GAs, which is an optimization 
method  that  has  given  successful  results  [3].  For  its  versatility  and  no  requirements  of 
mathematical  properties  of  the  function  to  optimize,  the  GAs  are  attractive  to  solve  the 
electromagnetic radiation inverse problem which is the approach of this work.

Due to the previous statements and given that the field superposition is composed of harmonic 
own functions of the elementary dipoles field expressions, we can expect that the configuration 
dipolar solution to the electromagnetic radiation inverse problem is not unique. GA is based on a 
population  of  possible  solutions  and  three  basic  operators,  cross,  mutation  and  selection  (or 
reproduction according to Goldberg [6]). These operators applied successively to the population 
(evolution) can produce an individual with wanted characteristics and these could be reflected in 
the object function.

Each  application  of  the  operators  to  the  population  is  called  generation.  The  population  is 
constructed from a non fixed quantity of individuals, generally it is a matricial arrangement, the 
rows of  such  arrangement  are  individuals  formed from the  variable  quantities  on which  the 
problem depends, that is to say, an individual can be formed as a numerical arrangement with as 
many elements as variables the problem have.

The initial population, needed for GA, is constructed generally as a random matrix that respects 
the space values for  every variable.  Cross is  an operator  whose function is  to  exchange the 
variables (genes or row entries) of two individuals, the above mentioned exchange can be carried 
out of fixed form (always in the same position), random form (position does not fix) or under 
some scheme designed for it. The mutation is an operator whose task is to change randomly some 
genes of one or more individuals of the population. The selection is a function that selects the 
individuals who have better response to the object function value expected.

3.  Application
The availability of optimization programs based on GAs is vast, and any chosen package must be 
studied and tested before being applied to the problem in question. For the problem to solve, in 
this  document  the  results  were  obtained  using  MatLab employing  one GA real  valued.  The 
method was applied to a typical  electromagnetic compatibility problem on electronic ballasts 
lights.

The evaluation of the conformity of the electronic ballasts for the radiated emissions is carried 
out in anechoic chambers or normalized sites, nevertheless, in its real environment of operation it 
is not possible to affirm that they do not produce disturbances to equipments or systems operating 
in its vicinity, so it is important to determine the behavior and shape of the radiation that they 
emit. The radiation pattern, of electronic ballast for discharge lamps of high intensity, measured 
in an anechoic chamber is sketched in the figure a).
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Figure (a). Near field data of an electronic light ballast in (V/m)

With the near field data and a radiation model we apply the AG. The following figures shows the 
radiation models obtained.
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Figure b). Radiation Model from Table 1

Table 1. Radiation Model Parameters found by the GA in a first run

TD I0 α θ φ x y z
0 0.0001 1.5184 3.1416 1.5708 0 0.3400 0.2200
0 0.0001 2.0595 2.0944 2.0944 0.0200 -0.4900 0.0100
0 0.0001 1.0996 2.0944 2.0944 -0.4500 0.0300 0
0 0.0001 1.2741 0 2.6180 -0.4200 -0.4200 0.3700
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Figure c). Radiation Model from Table 2
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Table 2. Radiation Model Parameters found by the GA in a second run

TD I0 α θ φ x y z
0 0.0001 1.0647 3.1416 1.0472 0.0200 0.4900 0.1700
0 0.0001 1.3439 0 2.0944 0.0500 -0.4600 0
0 0.0001 0.8901 2.6180 1.5708 -0.4200 0.1900 0.0300
0 0.0001 0.7156 1.5708 1.5708 -0.5000 -0.0700 0.4000

With the obtained radiation models it is possible to predict the far field behavior only modifying 
the distance parameter.

4.  Conclusion and Analysis
The approach of  a radiation model parametrized via  GA in regard to  the emission of  a RD 
(ballast) is valid for electromagnetic compatibility problems, since it allows estimation of the 
coverage of the radiated emission in far field zone. The GA that carries out the optimization does 
not  need  complicated  schemes  on  the  selection  operator  and  it  is  sufficient  with  only  three 
operators  and  a  population  to  apply the  above  mentioned  operators.  Nevertheless,  it  is  very 
important that the GA respects the quest interval for every variable of the object function at all 
times,  given  that  the  GA  process  functions  with  random  nature  operators  and  the  time 
consumption  can  become  excessive.  The  time  of  the  process  may  swoop  down  if  GA  can 
incorporate a programmable resolution for every variable. By the information in the Tables 1 and 
2 it is confirmed that the solution to the inverse problem of the electromagnetic radiation is not 
unique, in this case those of major weighting are reported, and in them it is possible to observe 
the differences in the parameters of every radiation model.

In spite of the differences of parameters values in the above Tables, the radiation pattern plotted 
by both models are almost identical, this confirms that the solution is not unique. The results 
presented in this work correspond to the optimization of a object function of one aim, for which 
the  case  of  the  analyzed  ballast  (measurements)  are  to  the  electrical  total  field,  which  does 
emphasis  in  the  contribution  of  this  work,  and  is  the  approach  of  a  solution  of  the  inverse 
problem of electromagnetic radiation.
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